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• Videography Tips
• The movement of the video camera
• Angle of video shot
• The composition of the video shot

Learning Objectives


To enable you

What is Production?
•

Refer to the tasks that must be co mplete d or e xecuted during the
filming o r s hooting . This includes tasks s uch as se tting up s ce nes ,
the capture o f raw footage , and us age o f se t designs , to name a fe w
of the many pre-pro d uctio n tasks.

•

Pro ductio n is the se co nd s te p in film creatio n . It fo llo ws the pre production phase and evolves into the post-pro duction stage.

•

The re are many ele me nts o f cre ating a video that nee d to be
planne d fo r ahead o f time in o rde r to have a success f ul e nd pro duct,
many of which are not obvious upon first consideration .

Production Phase
1: Videography Tips

2: The movement of the video camera

3: Angle of video shot

4: The composition of the video shot

1: Videography Tips
1. Use the Rule of Thirds.

Cont.
2. Plans the video shot.
- If wo rking with a fe w o the r me mbers , make s ure the y kno w wh at
shots are needed to produce the story.
- If self-emplo ye d , write a list of shots required .
- Think about what would make the visuals look good

3. Create your shot, then record.
- To create a shot, walk to the s ubje ct, do no t jus t stand in the
mid dle o f the roo m and “zoo m .” This allo ws fo r a greate r fie ld o f
view which is more appealing .

Cont.
3. Find the proper level for your shot.
- The le ns o f the came ra sho uld be at the same height as the
talents eyes.

Incorrect

Correct

Cont.
4. Hold shot.
- Hold the shot for at least 15 seconds before the zoom or pan
to another shot.
- It will help in the process of editing a video soon.
5. Beware of backlighting.
- This happe ns when the backgro und is brighte r than the s ubje ct,
often occurs when a windo w is behind the subject .

Backlighting

Correct

Cont.
6. Create depth (foreground, middle ground, background.).
- Avoid scene s with a flat wall o r s imilar situation dire ctly behind
the subject.

No depth
Correct

Cont.
7. Use a Tripod.
- Use a tripo d can he lp to g et a s tead y
shot or strong.
- If no tripo d, leaning o n a tree o r put
the came ra o n the table can also be
done.
- If the s ho t do es no t require a tripo d,
a video s ho t with a wide r angle to
get a solid shot

2. The movement of the video camera




A director may choose to move action along by telling the story as a
series of cuts, going from one shot to another, or they may decide to
move the camera with the action.
Moving the camera often takes a great deal of time, and makes the
action seem slower, as it takes several second for a moving camera shot
to be effective, when the same information may be placed on screen in a
series of fast cuts. Not only must the style of movement be chosen, but
the method of actually moving the camera must be selected too.

Pans
Pan Right or Pan Left
 Rotate camera to right or left. This can be used to follow a subject who is moving
across the set or to move between a shot of a subject on one side to a shot of a
subject on the other side.

Tilts
Tilt Up and Tilt Down
 A movement which scans a scene vertically, otherwise similar to a pan.
 Tilts refer to the up or down movement of the camera while the camera itself does
not move. Tilts are often employed to reveal vertical objects like a building or a
person.

Dolly
 Sometimes called TRUCKING or TRACKING
shots. The camera is placed on a moving
vehicle and moves alongside the action,
generally following a moving figure or object.
 Complicated dolly shots will involve a track
being laid on set for the camera to follow,
hence the name. The camera might be
mounted on a car, a plane, or even a shopping
trolley.

 A dolly shot may be a good way of portraying
movement, the journey of a character for
instance, or for moving from a long shot to a
close-up, gradually focusing the audience on a
particular object or character.

Crane Shots
 A crane (or jib), is a large, heavy piece of equipment, but is a useful way of moving
a camera .
 It can move up, down, left, right, swooping in on action or moving diagonally out
of it. The camera operator and camera are counter-balanced by a heavy weight,
and trust their safety to a skilled crane/jib operator.

Hand-held shots
 Serve to create a more “home made” or
dramatic feel to a shot. There is a difference
between hand held shots and steadycam shots.
We would like to discuss various ways to
achieve the best hand held shots possible.
 Since most video cameras are set up with hand
inserts on the side which allow you to easily
access things like the record or zoom button,
most people use that option to capture footage.
However, as we’ll soon point out this is not the
best method for shooting hand held shots.

Zoom
Zoom in
 Move camera closer (or use the zoom) to go
from an establishing shot to a wide shot or
from a medium shot to a close up.

Zoom out
 Move camera away (or use the zoom) to go
from close up to medium, medium to wide, or
wide to extreme long shots. Often used to
close a scene or end a film.

3: Angle of the video shot


A camera shot is the amount of space that is seen in one shot or frame.
Camera shots are used to demonstrate different aspects of a film's
setting, characters and themes. As a result, camera shots are very
important in shaping meaning in a film. Reviewing the examples on the
right hand side of this page should make the different camera shots
clearer.

Bird’s-Eye view
 This shows a scene from directly overhead, a
very unnatural and strange angle. Familiar
objects viewed from this angle might seem
totally unrecognizable at first (umbrellas in a
crowd, dancers' legs).
 This shot does, however, put the audience in a
godlike position, looking down on the action.
People can be made to look insignificant, antlike, part of a wider scheme of things.

Eye-level angle
 A fairly neutral shot.
 The camera is positioned as though it is a
human actually observing a scene, so that eg
actors' heads are on a level with the focus. The
camera will be placed approximately five to six
feet from the ground.

High angle
 Not so extreme as a bird's eye view. The
camera is elevated above the action using a
crane to give a general overview.
 High angles make the object photographed
seem smaller, and less significant (or scary).
The object or character often gets swallowed
up by their setting - they become part of a
wider picture.

Low angle
 These increase height give a sense of speeded
motion. Low angles help give a sense of
confusion to a viewer, of powerlessness within
the action of a scene.
 The background of a low angle shot will tend
to be just sky or ceiling, the lack of detail
about the setting adding to the disorientation
of the viewer. The added height of the object
may make it inspire fear and insecurity in the
viewer, who is psychologically dominated by
the figure on the screen.

Oblique/Canted Angle
 Sometimes the camera is tilted (for example; is
not placed horizontal to floor level), to suggest
imbalance, transition and instability (very
popular in horror movies).
 This technique is used to suggest POINT-OFView shots (for example; when the camera
becomes the 'eyes' of one particular character,
seeing what they see - a hand held camera is
often used for this.

4: The composition of the video shot
• Depends on the subject and the field of view in the video
shot.
• If the subject can give a message/different meaning and is
referred to as composition or framing shots.

Extreme Wide Shot (EWS)
 The view is so far from the subject that
s/he/the object is not even visible. The point of
this shot is to show the subject's surroundings.
 Often used as an "establishing shot" - the first
shot of a new scene, designed to show the
audience where the action is taking place.
 Useful in scenes where the action is very
spread out. For example, in a war movie an
extreme wide shot can show the scale of the
action.
 Also known as an extra long shot or extreme
long shot (acronym XLS).

Very Wide Shot (VWS)
 It is much closer to the subject than an
extreme wide shot, but still much further away
than a wide shot.
 The subject is visible here but only just seem
small.
 This often works as an establishing shot, in
which the audience is shown the whole setting
so they can orient themselves.

Wide Shot (WS)
 The subject takes up the full frame. Obviously the subject does not take up
the whole width and height of the frame, since this is as close as we can get
without losing any part of him.

MidShot (MS)
 Shows some part of the subject in more detail,
whilst still showing enough for the audience to
feel as if they were looking at the whole
subject.
 In fact, this is an approximation of how you
would see a person “in the flesh” if you were
having a casual conversation. You would not
be paying any attention to their lower body, so
that part of the picture is unnecessary.
 As well as being a comfortable, emotionally
neutral shot, the mid shot allows room for
hand gestures and a bit of movement.

Medium Close Up (MCU)
 The medium close up is half way between a mid shot and a close up. This
shot shows the face more clearly, without getting uncomfortably close.

Close Up (CU)
 A certain feature or part of the subject takes
up most of the frame.
 A close up of a person usually means a close up
of their face (unless specified otherwise) and
emphasizes their emotional state. The viewer
is drawn into the subject's personal space and
shares their feelings.

Extreme Close Up (ECU, XCU)
 The ECU (also known as XCU) gets right in and shows extreme detail.
 Normally need a specific reason to get this close. It is too close to show
general reactions or emotion except in very dramatic scenes.

Cutaway (CA)
 A shot that is usually of something other than
the current action. It could be a different
subject (for example; this cat when the main
subject is its owner), a close up of a different
part of the subject (for example; the subject's
hands), or just about anything else.
 The cutaway is used as a “buffer” between
shots (to help the editing process), or to add
interest/information.

Cut-In (CI)
 Refers to showing some part of the subject in detail and can be used purely as
an edit point, or to emphasize emotion. For example, hand movements can
show enthusiasm, agitation, nervousness, etc.

Two Shot
 Two-shots are good for establishing a
relationship between subjects. In any case, the
two-shot is a natural way to introduce two
people.
 A two-shot could also involve movement or
action. It is a good way to follow the
interaction between two people without getting
distracted by their surroundings.
 Often used in interviews, or when two
presenters are hosting a show. A "One-Shot"
could be a mid-shot of either of these subjects.
A "Three-Shot", unsurprisingly, contains three
people.

Over the Shoulder Shot (OSS)
 This shot is framed from behind a person who
is looking at the subject. The person facing the
subject should usually occupy about 1/3 of the
frame.
 Helps to establish the position of each person,
and get the feel of looking at one person from
the other's point of view.
 In older 4x3 framing, the person facing away
from the camera would typically be cut off just
behind the ear (see example on the right). In
16x9 and other widescreen framing, there is
more width available and more of this person
can be shown (as above).

Noddy Shot
 This is a shot of the person listening and reacting to the subject. In fact, when
shooting interviews with one camera, the usual routine is to shoot the subject
(using OSS and one-shots) for the entire interview, then shoot some noddies of the
interviewer once the interview is finished.

Point of View Shot (POV)


This shot shows a view from the subject's perspective. It is usually edited in
such a way that it is obvious whose POV it is (see the example below).

Weather Shot
 In this type of shot the subject is the weather.
The sky takes up at least 2/3 of the frame. This
type of shot is common in television programs
where the weather is of particular interest, e.g.
sports shows.
 Although the usual purpose of this shot is to
show the weather, it is also useful as an
establishing shot, for setting the general mood
or for overlaying graphics.

Rule of Thirds


A video shot is divided into six parts (3 parts horizontally, and 3 parts vertically).
Theory suggests that the subject is not placed in the middle of the video shot, but
on the third or two thirds of the up / down and left / right.
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